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 » Managing compliance training through manual processes was not sustainable 
as the company grew.

 » No scalable way to launch an employee development learning program. 
 » The company’s new hire onboarding process lacked structure and consistency.

Laserfiche is the leading global provider of intelligent content 
management and business process automation. When the time 
came to assess its own internal processes, the company took 
a page from its own playbook to reimagine and optimize its 
compliance management and learning program.

Laserfiche goes above and beyond in the realm of compliance training. Before 
landing on Cornerstone, the company went through a thorough vendor review 
process, in search of a partner whose core business focused on learning and 
development. Fortunately, Cornerstone Learning not only ticked off all the 
necessary boxes but also offered an engaging user experience akin to popular 
online TV streaming services.

Turn-key implementation. “Implementing Cornerstone Learning was 
straightforward and smooth,” confirmed Basetvat. “In fact, we were able to go live 
within three months of signing the contract!” Cornerstone’s user-friendly “plug and 
play” marketplace, simple single sign-on capabilities, and out-of-the-box smart 
configurations help make this a truly seamless process for all businesses.

Increased user adoption. “The look and feel of Cornerstone’s learner homepage 
made it easier to encourage employees to use the platform” explained Basetvat. 
“It is beautifully laid out and incredibly intuitive, which makes people really want 
to take advantage of the resources it offers.” To help drive adoption, Basetvat 
partnered with Laserfiche marketing to create graphics, a strategic launch plan 
and a catchy name: Laserfiche LaunchPad. These efforts proved successful as 
employees are logging into the platform on a regular basis.

Streamlined compliance training. “We now have the ability to track completion 
rates in real-time,” shared Basetvat. “What we’re finding is that compliance 
training is getting completed faster than ever before.” Cornerstone’s personalized 
automated email reminders are to thank for this. “Our employees are 
automatically and consistently reminded to complete training, eliminating the 
need for my team to follow up manually.” 

Expanded learning. ”CyberU courses are being taken without even being 
assigned,” expressed Basetvat. “Employees are really showing initiative by taking 
learning into their own hands.” And during the COVID-19 pandemic, this desire to 
learn grew even stronger, especially around health- and wellness-related issues. 
“With Cornerstone, we’ve truly created a culture of learning.”
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 We spent a year 
researching vendors. 
We chose Cornerstone 
because we consider 
them a leader in the 
market for learning 
and it was important 
to us to work with a 
partner whose ‘bread 
and butter’ is learning. 
Choosing Cornerstone 
ended up being a great 
fit for us.”
— Mandana Basetvat,  

Director of Learning and 
Development at Laserfiche
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